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THE BACK 
STORY

The Hindu Group’s ‘CARE. COMMUNITY. CONVERSATION.’ is a print-led

initiative, predominantly made of long-format copy that focusses on

being vocal about topics that are hushed and swept under the carpet.

Those that need to be spoken about but often forgotten or not

prioritized owing to the sensationalism of unimportant, unnewsworthy

happening around the globe by the mainstream media.

From saying no to opportunism to co-existence to e-paper piracy

awareness to mental health and more, the group has strived to make a

difference that only discourse, and dialogues can bring about.



THE FUEL TO 
WHAT WE DO

• The primary goal is to talk about imperative issues that need to be

addressed and discussed. As a media group of power, influence, and a

voice it is our responsibility to bring to light societal and environmental

concerns and create awareness and drive conversations.

• To nudge and steer our readers in the right direction and spark social

consciousness among people.

• To effectively engage with readers and followers by bringing like-

minded readers together to create communities around.



As an organisation, The Hindu Group has always been perceived as a

brand that leads the change and sparks the difficult conversations. A

brand that engages with its audience and goes beyond the call of

writing and reporting as a media house.

In the last year, the group initiated multiple brand conversations and

brand campaigns with the purpose of bringing like-minded readers

together to create communities around, and in doing so attract other

readers to interact with the brand. The goal was to choose causes that

are imperative, ones that must be addressed and spoken about and

initiate conversations among readers and communities at large.



Let’s Talk Environment

The first in 2020 was published for World Wildlife Day – a communication

titled, “Meet the dumbest creature on the planet”, themed around turtles.

The long form copy goes on to ridicule the sea turtle for being so ‘stupid’ in

not being able to differentiate between its favourite food – the jellyfish, and

plastic in the sea. Culminating in a situation leading to the extinction of the

species. And on the other side are the ‘smartest’ creatures on the planet, the

humans.

Reach and Engagement

Print and e-Paper: 11.13 | Social Media: Impressions: 0.1M | Reach: 97.5K |

Likes: 17.3K



‘No’ to Opportunism

The group amidst this global unrest and uncertainty, took a stand and made a

commitment to say ‘No’ to anyone who wishes to milk the situation.

Marketers, companies and individuals were urged not to use the advertising

space and social media for their capitalistic gains during this pandemic.

However, encouraging relevant communication.

Reach and Engagement

Print and e-Paper: 11.13M



There is No Planet B

The third communication came soon after the world witnessed the horrors of

a pregnant elephant killed with a pineapple laced with firecrackers. World

Environment Day was commemorated with a piece titled, “Hats off to your

incredible courage, dear human.” The copy highlighted human greed that has

cost many lives, and sarcastically praised ‘valiant humans’ for bringing down

the ‘uncrowned king of the jungle.’

Reach and Engagement
Print and e-Paper: 11.13M | Social Media: Impressions: 0.33M | Reach:

50.52K



Newspaper and Piracy. 

e-Paper offerings of The Hindu and BusinessLine faced one of its biggest

new-age challenges – the issue of e-Paper piracy culminating in the

fourth communication. Unlike the others, in the series, this was a crisp

piece in the form of a flow chart that addressed the root cause of the

problem.

Reach and Engagement
ePaper: The Hindu and BusinessLine e-Paper: 0.3M



What’s in a Smile? 

The fifth and final communication was created and published when the

year 2020 witnessed skyrocketing numbers in mental health

implications, depression, suicides, breakdowns, forms of abuse and

more. The Hindu Group’s intention was for its readers and the

communities to speak about mental illness and health and create a

space that is open for dialogue and comfortable to ask for help if ever

one needed.

Reach and Engagement
Print and e-Paper: 11.13M | Social Media: Impressions: 0.33M | Reach: 1.7M



AND THEY 
JOINED



NETIZENS AND INFLUENCERS







AGGREGATORS AND NEWS PLATFORMS







A FULFILLED 
PURPOSE

• Our primary objective was met as our readers and followers

joined the discussion on some of the imperative issues and

made it viral through organic shares. The ads were shared by

influencers and aggregators on various platforms such as Mad

over Marketing, Social Samosa and others. Various B2B, digital

media and entertainment platforms published stories of

appreciation such as Exchange4Media, Afaqs, ScoopWhoop

and more.

• The piracy awareness communication helped us sensitise our

readers on the copyright law and the efforts taken to achieve

credible journalism. At the end of the campaign, e-Paper

witnessed an overall surge of 40% in subscriptions.


